
Introduction

(Click on the title above for a splendid 1m 48s video introduction)

Overview:

Parish Online is an essential tool for helping Local Councils use digital maps to store and manage 
assets, produce neighbourhood plans, and engage with the public.  Based on the Ordnance Survey’s 
high-definition digital map of the UK, Parish Online comes with over 100 Map Layers pre-loaded 
and kept up to date, to help councils gain a greater understanding of their area.  Users can add their 
own layers to present information specific to their local area.  Parish Online can exchange data with 
District and County Councils (particularly easy if they are using XMAP, the big brother to Parish 
Online), so that the latest information is readily available at all levels.  Although focused on your 
local parish, the digital map covers the entire UK, and there is a National Maps layer which permits 
update and viewing of UK-wide data on specific topics.  There is a wide range of facilities for 
printing paper and electronic outputs, including Public Maps particularly suited for use on village 
websites.  Parish Online is a cloud-based system, you need only a browser and an internet 
connection to use it fully. Although a subscription-based system, there are ways of obtaining it free 
of charge (see https://www.parish-online.co.uk/pricing)

How it works:

Here is a typical opening screen from Parish Online:

• The larger part of the screen is the OS digital map; the blue lines represent parish 
boundaries,  and are an indication of one of the many layers of data provided in the column 
to the left.  Layers are toggled on and off by clicking on them – note the tick, bottom left, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ES1P20X50o


indicating that the Boundaries – Administrative, Parish layer is toggled on (default starting 
position)

• Here is the same screen, with the Parish boundaries toggled off, achieved by clicking once 
on any brown part of the Boundaries – Administrative, Parish layer:

• As with any digital map, you can zoom in and out (using the ‘+’ and ‘-’ buttons top left of 
the map), and scroll left/right/up/down with the mouse.  Here is the same map, zoomed in 
much further – note the detail of street and house names, etc.:

• Same scene, with the AddressBase layer turned on – every building now has a red dot 
assigned to it:



• Click on any red dot, and the left column changes to the database record for that location:

• This is “location-based data”:  essentially, any data can be assigned to any point on the map, 
and stored in the system, and retrieved/edited later by clicking on the location

• Parish Online comes with a built-in Asset Register to help parishes keep track of their assets,
to record when maintenance is due/implemented, insurance purchased, and buildings and 
equipment valued.  In short and in effect, the contents of the Parish Clerk’s filing cabinet are
put online, where they are accessible by any valid person on a 24/7 basis.  The picture below
shows the Asset Database in the left column, with the Building Contents layer toggled on, 
showing that the Village Hall has a defibrillator:



• Clicking on the defibrillator brings up the database entry for it in the left column:

◦ Note that the replacement value is recorded for insurance purposes

◦ Note that inspections are done monthly

◦ The inspections are noted on the WEBNOS site



• Any sort of attachment can be made to any local parish record.  One of the most frequently 
created layers in the Parish Layers is for Planning Applications.  Here is one, complete with 
a link to the appropriate record on the local District Council website (thus making all 
relevant documents available to users at the click of a mouse), and with photographs 
attached to give councillors a better view of what the application implies (note the slider on 
the right hand side of the column, enabling users to scroll down for the attachments). 
Applications are colour-coded, automatically indicating their current status (purple indicates
“Awaiting Decision” at the District level):

• Print outs (electronic .pdf files, or paper) can be done for anything within Parish Online. 
Here is the same page, ready for printing.  Note the addition of the Title, Description, and 
Legend: (see next page)



Similarly, data can be exported ready for websites.  Here is the same Planning Applications data 
exported to the Village Website, where it is browsable by any visitor to the website.  Note that:

• overhead photography (one of the built-in layers) has been layered on to this Public Map 

• users can scroll and zoom just as if they were in Parish Online

• clicking on an application brings up the same database data

• future changes made in Parish Online are reflected immediately and automatically in the 
Public Map (thanks to cloud computing…….)

(see next page)



There are plenty of other facilities within Parish Online.  The purpose of this document has been to 
give an introduction to the sorts of things that you can do to make life for the Parish Clerk and the 
Council more effective and more efficient.

There are some parishes that run their entire Parish Council meetings from within Parish Online – 
especially effective in Zoom sessions such as those used during the covid-19 crisis, or for those 
parish halls which have a large screen on which computer images can be projected.  Click here to 
see a video about this…..(Clinic 4)

Anything specific to your local parish – Parish Layers, Asset Register – is securely stored and 
encrypted (like all data within Parish Online), and private:  it is not accessible by any other parish. 
Private data therefore remain private.  The data exported to Public Maps is controllable, so that only
information that is public is available to the public. The only exception lies in the National Maps.

One major advantage of all this is retention of knowledge when Parish Clerks or Councillors 
change.  Handovers are much smoother and more detailed when everything is digitally available.  
There is no limit to, or charge for, the number of users on a Parish Online account, so you can create
one for each of your Councillors, giving them ready access to parish data whenever they need it.

There are four types of user accounts:

• Reader: this level of user can view all Map Layers, but they cannot create, edit or delete 
anything

• Editor:   this level of user has full editing rights for existing Parish and Asset Register 
layers (ie can add, modify and delete Map Objects, even ones that they did not create 
themselves.  They cannot create new Map Layers or modify the structure of existing ones

• Data Manager:   this level of user can create, edit and delete Map Layers, ditto for Map 
Objects within layers

• Administrator:  has access to everything.  There should only be one Administrator account 
per Parish Online account, normally the Parish Clerk.

https://b797f3f6-b909-419e-9661-3fe061aa7f25.usrfiles.com/ugd/b797f3_7801ce2546924f31a97106077d17cda1.pdf
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